Product Data Sheet
Textile Mat
Textile topped mouse mat permanently printed in full
colour by dye sublimation for exceptionally bright
and vivid results. Using a promotional mat keeps
your message in prime position on your clients desk.

Key Product Information

Packaging

Product Code:

11030

Number per carton:

250 (based on 3mm mats)

Commodity Code:

40012900

Carton Dimension:

490 x 410 x 250mm

MOQ:

100

Carton Weight:

Approx 30Kg

Size:

See Artwork Requirements

Standard Packaging:

Bulk packed

Thickness:

1.6mm, 3mm or 4.5mm

Alternative Packaging:

Mailing Sleeves, Shrink Wrapped,

Print Area:

Within dimensions

Print Type:

Dye Sublimation (Full Colour)

Material:

Textile top with a rubber base

Source:

UK

PDF proof lead time:

24-48 Hours

Express Service:

Not available

Bag with Header Card, Envelope

Recommendations & Limitations

Printed proof
(if required):

3 Working days

Production lead time:

5-10 Working days from proof

Ideal for: Postal Campaigns, IT Companies, Educational

approval (depending on stock

Organisations, Pharmaceutical, Recruitment

levels - contact us to confirm)
Standard colours:

N/A

Weight:

116g
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Artwork Requirements
Textile Mat
Sizes available: Rectangle 235mm x 197mm.
Print Area and Bleed: 207 x 245mm including 5mm bleed all the way around the outside of the design (mats are cut back
to 197 x 235mm so outer 5mm is lost). Avoid placing text within a minimum of 5mm of the edge of the mat. Note that the
radius corners on this product are quite large and this should be taken into account when positioning the text on the
design.
If reversing text out of a solid background: Dye sub print gives more problems with bleed so avoid fine typefaces. Set text
in bold. Minimum point size 12.
Tints: Minimum of 10% difference between tint values to give a visual contrast. Printable range of 20% to 80%.
Scans: Low-resolution scans produce poor print. 600 dpi minimum for best results. Ensure scans have no colour cast.
The print process will exaggerate the slightest contamination.
QR Codes - Please note that the print process and substrates used in the production of this item may not always allow QR
codes, if present on your artwork, to function correctly. When approving your proof, you are accepting that this may be the
case and as such accept full liability for any malfunction of the QR code.
See the following page(s) for the artwork templates for this product.
All information correct at time of publication. Whilst we endeavour to maintain the accuracy of this document, details may
change without notice.
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Tool No:
Shape:

Textile Mat

Not Applicable
Rectangle

Product Size 235mm
Width:
197mm
Height:

Artwork with Bleed 245mm
Width:
207mm
Height:

- - - Please keep all live matter such as
text, logos and other important images
within this area.
This dieline represents a current
finishing tool. Any alterations to this
dieline may incur additional charges.

